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1. Introduction. In a recent paper [3], Frink has proposed a defini-

tion of ideal in a partially ordered set which seems to be a suitable

generalization of the usual concept of ideal in a lattice. The purpose

of this paper it to show the fruitfulness of Frink's definition by apply-

ing some elementary aspects of the theory of such ideals to obtain

two representation theorems for partially ordered sets, the second of

which is essentially a generalization of a result of Wallman [5]. Using

slightly different methods, we also generalize another theorem of

Wallman [5], obtaining the result that the structure of a suitably re-

stricted basis (considered as a partially ordered set) for the closed sets

of a compact 7Vspace X determines the space X to within homeo-

morphisms.

2. Definitions and preliminary lemmas. We assume throughout

this paper that P is a partially ordered set with elements 0 and I. If

A CP, we let A* = {pEP\p>,a for all aEA}, and A+= {pEP\ púa
for all aEA }. We write A+* for the set (A+)*, and A*+ for the set

(A *)+. For any set A we have A CA+* and A+* = (A+*)+*, as well as

the corresponding dual propositions.

Definition 1 (Frink). A subset A of P is an ideal if and only if

for every finite subset F of A, we have F*+CA. A subset A is a dual

ideal if and only if for every finite subset F oí A, we have F+*CA.

In this paper we shall be concerned only with dual ideals. Clearly,

for any dual ideal A, aEA and b>a imply bEA. We call a dual ideal

A proper if and only if A s¿ {/} and A ^P. A proper dual ideal which

is a proper subset of no proper dual ideal is called maximal. It is a

consequence of Zorn's Lemma that every proper dual ideal is con-

tained in a maximal dual ideal. For a fixed pEP, the set {gG-P| q^p}

is a dual ideal which we call the principal dual ideal generated by p,

and which we denote by Jp.

Definition 2. A subset H of P has the finite intersection property

if and only if for every finite subset F oí H we have F+¿¿ {0}.

Lemma 1. If H is a subset of P with the finite intersection property,

then there exists a dual ideal A of P such that HCA t^P.

Proof. Let A denote the union of all sets of the form F+*, taken
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over all finite subsets F of H. It is easily shown that A is a dual ideal.

We omit the details.

The intersection of any number of dual ideals is again a dual ideal.

Thus the set of all dual ideals of any partially ordered set P forms a

complete lattice, with the dual ideal {/} as its 0 element and P as

its / element.

The following definition is a generalization to partially ordered sets

of the "disjunction property" introduced by Wallman [5] for lattices.

Definition 3. P is disjunctive if and only if for each pair of elements

a and b of P with a^b, there exists c£P such that {a, c} + 9* {o} and

{b,c} + ={0}.

Definition 4. A set A of maximal dual ideals of P is called a cover-

ing family for P if and only if for each pGP there exists MGA such

that pGM.
Let A be any covering family for P. For each pGP, let us write

Up = {MGà \pGM}. We define £2o as the empty set, which we denote

by 0. The mapping /»—*Í2P maps P into the set 2A of all subsets of A.

We consider 2A as a partially ordered set with respect to the usual

inclusion relation.

Two partially ordered sets P and P' will be called isomorphic if

and only if there exists a 1:1 mapping / of P onto P' such that

f{a) ^f{b) if and only if a^b. P and P' will be called anti-isomorphic

if and only if there exists a 1:1 mapping / of P onto P' such that

f{a) ^f{b) if and only if a^b. We now have the following important

lemma, whose proof will be left to the reader.

Lemma 2. If P is disjunctive and A is any covering family for P, then

the mapping p—*Qp is an isomorphism of P onto a subset of 2A.

3. The first representation theorem.

Theorem 1. A partially ordered set P with 0 and I is isomorphic to

2s for some set S if and only if

(i) P is disjunctive, and

(ii) there exists a covering family A for P such that f) m^ s.M is a

principal proper dual ideal for every proper nonempty subset 2 of A.

Proof. Suppose that P satisfies (i) and (ii). We map P into 2â by

the mapping /»—>Í2P. We show that for any 2CA, there exists qGP

such that2 = ß9. This is clearly true for 2 = 0 or 2= A. If 2^0, A,

then by hypothesis there exists qGP,q9*0,1, such that Jq = Omc^s M.

Clearly we have 2Cß5. Assume that there exists MoGUq with

ilfo€E2. Let2'=A- {Mo}. Then there exists rGP, r^O, I, such that

Jt = Ç\m^v M. Since, by Lemma 2, I is the only element of P which
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is in every MEA, we must have that r^Afo. Hence J, = Ç]m^s' M

CtMo; and since SCS', we have also Jq = C\MEx M(\_Mo- But by as-

sumption qEMo: a contradiction. Hence S=05. We omit the proof

of the converse.

Corollary 1. A partially ordered set P with 0 and I is isomorphic

to 2s for some finite set S if and only if

(i) P is disjunctive, and

(ii) the covering family 311 of all maximal dual ideals of P satisfies

condition (ii) of Theorem 1.

Proof. Let P satisfy (i) and (ii). We have only to show that 3TC is

finite. But it is known that in any Boolean algebra, every dual ideal

/ is the intersection of all Af£3T£ which contain J (see [l, p. 161,

exercise 4]). Hence every dual ideal of P is principal, and P is finite

by exercise 3, p. 161 of [l]. Conversely, if S is finite, then all dual

ideals of 2s are principal, and condition (ii) follows as in Theorem 1.

As a further corollary of Theorem 1 we may easily obtain a well-

known theorem of Birkhoff and Ward [2] (see also [l, p. 170,

Theorem 16]). An element p^O of P is called a point if and only if

q<p implies q = 0. P is atomic if and only if a£P and a^O imply

there exists a point p with p^a. We then have the following result.

Corollary 2 (Birkhoff-Ward). If L is a complete atomic lattice

with unique complements, then L is isomorphic to 2s, where S is the set

of all points of L.

Proof. Clearly ¿ is disjunctive. We take as our covering family A

the set of all maximal dual ideals Mp which are generated by points.

If qEL, let us denote the complement of q by q'. It is easily shown, as

on p. 170 of [l], that if p and q are distinct points of ¿, then p?¡q'.

Now let S be a proper nonempty subset of A. There exists a point

q with Mq(£E, and hence for all MPE2 we have p^q'^I. Hence

¿>=sup {p\ AfpGSJ 9^1. But Jb=r\MP£s Mp, which is a principal

proper dual ideal. Hence condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied,

and our result follows.

4. Another representation theorem. We first give two more defini-

tions.

Definition 5. A dual ideal J is called reducible ii and only if J is

the intersection of a set of maximal dual ideals.

Definition 6. A dual ideal K is prime ii and only if for any reduci-

ble dual ideals ¿i and J2 such that K"DJi(~\Jt, we have K~2)Ji or

KDJt.
Now let A" be a JVspace. We say that B is a basis for the closed sets
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of X if and only if B is a collection of closed subsets of X with the

property that every closed subset of X is the intersection of a set of

elements of B. We consider such a basis B as a partially ordered set

with respect to the relation of set inclusion, adjoining the empty set

to B as its 0 element.

Theorem 2. A disjunctive partially ordered set P in which each

maximal dual ideal is prime is isomorphic to a basis for the closed sets

of a compact Ti-space.

Proof. We introduce a topology on the set 3H of all maximal dual

ideals of P. (This topology is a familiar one on the set of maximal

ideals of a commutative ring.) If 2C3TC, we define C(2)={m\M

DruGs M}, and C(0) = 0. Clearly we have (i) 2CG(2), (ii)
C(C(2)) = C(2), and (iii) 2= {M0} implies C(2) =2. We also assert

that (iv) C(2iU22) = C(21)UC(22). For let Ji = Ç\M^x M, J2

= riMG22 M. Then C(2iU22) = {m\ M^)Jii\J2}. But Jx and J2 are

reducible: hence MGC(2iKJ22) implies ÜO/, or ilO/j, which is

equivalent to the statement that AfG2iU22. Since obviously we

also have C(2i)UC(22)CC(2iU22), our assertion is proved.

Conditions (i)-(iv) state that we have defined a 7Vtopology on the

set 9IÏ. Now for each pGP, let tip= {MGy(i\pGM}. The sets Qp

obviously are closed subsets of 3TC. By Lemma 2, the mapping p—*Qp is

an isomorphism of P into the set of all subsets of 9ÏL To show that

the set of all sets Qp is a basis, suppose that 2 is a closed subset of 3TI.

Let / = Dmgs M: then MZ)J H and only if Af£2. But C\pç=j ®P
= {M\ MZ)J} =2. Thus the sets £2P form a basis for the closed sets

of the space 3TC.

The proof that STTC is compact is similar to that of Lemma 7, p.

116, of [S]. We omit the details.

Using similar methods we now deduce a theorem which character-

izes the lattice of all closed subsets of a Fi-space. This theorem is

related to results of Ore [4, p. 772] and [l, p. 173, exercise l].

Theorem 3. Let L be a complete, atomic, and disjunctive lattice, and

S its set of points. A necessary and sufficient condition that L be iso-

morphic to the lattice of all closed subsets of a Ti-space X {where X is

in 1:1 correspondence with S) is that pGS and p^a^Jb imply p^a or

P^b.

Proof. Let A be the covering family for L consisting of all maximal

dual ideals Mp generated by points. Suppose that L satisfies the con-

dition given in the statement of our theorem (the necessity of this

condition is obvious). Then for any MPG& and any principal dual
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ideals Ja and Jb such that MpZ}Jaf~\Jb, we have Mp~2>Ja or MpZ}Jb-

This fact allows us to topologize the set A with the same topology

used in Theorem 2, since it implies that condition (iv) (see proof of

Theorem 2) is satisfied. Thus A becomes a ¿i-space. For qEL, the

mapping g—>£29 maps L isomorphically into 2A. The sets Qq are obvi-

ously closed subsets of A. Now if S is any closed subset of A, let

è = sup {pES\ MPE2}. We have ßs=S, and hence our theorem is

proved.

5. An application to point-set topology.

Definition 7. Let B be a basis for the closed sets of a ¿i-space. We

say that B is admissible if and only if for every finite subset F oí B

with Oper p7é0, there exists poEB such that poCf\v^F p.

Any ¿i-space X possesses an admissible basis, since the set of all

closed subsets of X is obviously admissible.

Wallman [5] has proved, in essence, that if X is a compact TVspace

and ¿ is a basis for the closed sets of X which is a disjunctive lattice,

then the lattice structure of ¿ determines the space X to within

homeomorphisms. We extend this result in the following way.

Theorem 4. Let X be a compact Ti-space and let B be any admissible

basis for the closed sets of X. Then the structure of B, considered as a

partially ordered set, determines X to within homeomorphisms.

Proof. Let 01(2?) be the set of all reducible dual ideals of B. We

partially order 01(5) by set inclusion, adjoining the element B as an /

element. It is clear that (R(B) thus becomes a complete lattice. Our

proof of Theorem 4 will consist of showing that the lattice <R(B) is

anti-isomorphic to the lattice $(X) of all closed subsets of X.

For each xEX, let Kx= {pEB\xEp}- We shall prove that Kx is a

maximal dual ideal of B. Since B is an admissible basis, Kx has the

finite intersection property; and hence by Lemma 1 there exists a

maximal dual ideal Mx such that KXCMX. But any proper dual ideal

of B has the finite intersection property and hence by the compact-

ness of X there exists yEX such that MxCKy. Our 7\ hypothesis on

X now implies that x = y, and hence KX = MX. Thus every maximal

dual ideal of B is a Kx for some x£A.

Now let R be any reducible dual ideal of B. Then R = Digs Kx,

where S is a subset of A"; or equivalently, R= {pEB\ SCp}- But

since each pEB is closed, we may write R = {pEB¡SCp}, where S

is the closure of S. The latter representation of R is clearly unique.

Conversely, if S is any closed subset of X, the set R(S) = {pEB \ SCp}

= Ç)xçzs Kx is a reducible dual ideal of B. Hence the correspondence

S<->R(S) is an anti-isomorphism of 5(X) onto 61(B).
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The structure of B as a partially ordered set therefore determines

the lattice structure of 5{X). But the theorem of Wallman mentioned

above states that the lattice 3{X) determines the space X, and hence

B determines the space X.
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